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we need to have a full bug report in order to push these fixes into the main release. we are a lot more lenient than most virus writers. we don't close any of our servers, and we don't run any anti-virus
software. even though we are not doing the same as most virus writers, it is also not an excuse to be lazy and just ignore the bug reports. he seems to have concerns about the users of the program, and that
is why he has his concern about the bug-list. he wants to be able to tell people how to uninstall it, what methods to apply to be safe from it, etc. so, i started to read the complete report, and i'm glad i did,
because i realised that this guy is a developer, and a smart one. let me try to make a good contribution to the report by submitting some of his finding, as i'm not the expert on the subject: i'm not going to
discuss all the bugs and how to fix them. for such a large number of bugs, i'm pretty sure at least half of the readers here will know how to fix it. if not, just send a mail to the developer, and he will probably be
happy to explain. this zombie is a cross between the regular elfa but with a longer limbs. its arms and legs are longer and it has a longer head. this makes it look more like a regular german ss zombie from
wwii. it is similar to the regular elfa zombie army, only a little more zombies. it is the worst zombie in the whole zombie nation. when a german zombie is put out, the zombies start spawning, as usual. zombies
simply love to make nazi zombies. the more nazis, the better. beating the nazi zombie was proven to be very difficult. in the end, you were forced to endure all of the nazi zombies swarming you. there were
too many nazi zombies to be able to kill, even for the best players. worse still, zombie army was able to capture the nazi zombie and put it into a nazi-style brain box. when this happened, the zombies that
were already created stopped spawning. only the zombies that were inside the brain box were able to spawn. when this happened, the other zombies could kill them.
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